VISIT OUR WEBSITE : www.lisocabelo.com

You have placed an order on our Brazilian smoothing shop and we thank you for your trust.
Remember to leave us a note and a comment, we will be happy to have a feedback from
you.

LISSAGE HONMA TOKYO COFFEE ALL LISS PREMIUM:
Coffee Premium All Liss is a smooth effect alignment system, rich in
protein and amino acids. It has in its formula a perfect combination of
glycolic coffee extract, cationic polymers and a mixture of amino acids that
act intensely from the cuticle to the cortex revitalizing and restructuring
the hair, reducing the porosity, creating a flexible protective film, giving
body and movement and a more uniform and aligned surface, making the
hair healthier, hydrated, soft and has an intense shine.
The Brazilian Coffee Premium All Liss smoothing is the latest
revolutionary kit offered by the Honma Professional brand. This formula
is intended for hair of very frizzy and/or curly type, this treatment has
found the perfect combination to smooth, regenerate and restore the hair
cortex by bringing shine and vitality for a period of 6 months. Its action is
to reduce the volume while restructuring the hair by acting directly from the cortex to the cuticle.
After the quick and easy application of the Brazilian COFFEE PREMIUM ALL LISS smoothing product, the
hair will remain supple and silky for about 6 months. A very appreciable long-lasting effect!

Implementation:
Wash hair 2 or 3 times if necessary with Deep Cleaning shampoo (product 1).
Dry the hair completely.
Divide the hair into 4 parts.
Apply the Max Reduction and Liss product (product 2) wick without touching the root.
Remove excess product with a fine-toothed comb and leave for 50 minutes
Dry hair 100%.
Divide the hair into 4 parts. Take a thin strand and smooth it as many times as necessary until the hair is
dry.
Once the hair has cooled, rinse the hair.
Dry the hair and then apply the Mask Ultra Shine (product 3). Leave on for 5 to 10 minutes. to rinse.
Dry and then style as you wish.
We remain at your disposal

